Key element and practical tips for grade 1 Mathematics

**Content Area:** Numbers, Operations and Relationships

Recognize numbers, identify, and read number symbols

Teacher provides each learner with a 100 number chart.

Learners play a game of bingo. Teacher calls out the numbers while learners cover the number.

**Content Area:** Measurement-

Name and sequence the days of the week

Whole class activity(daily)
Teacher can use a calendar and work with class to determine and record the name of the day and the date. Learners can take turns to find the flash card with date and name if day to display.

**Content Area:** Space and Shape

Classify, sort, describe and name 2D shapes

**Whole class activity**

Teacher places different shapes in a bag. She gives learners turns to feel it describe what the feel and the rest of the group must guess what shape it is.

Teacher asks learners to sort shapes and place in correct labelled box.

Teacher asks learners to find a shape in the classroom that is the same of the one she holds up.